
Clinical

Clinical Sundries
Lancets, disposable
Stainless steel. Individually wrapped and autoclaved.
Supplied in pack of 200. For export only.
CM115-15 Lancets

Haemacytometer Sets, BS748
For blood cell counting. With counting chamber,
cover glasses and one each red and white cell
pipettes with mouthpieces in fitted case. The  
metallized versions reduce glare and provide
greater contact for easier and more accurate
counting.

Improved Neubauer ruling
Cell depth 0.1mm.
CM175-10 Single
CM175-12 Single metallized
CM175-20 Double
CM175-22 Double metallized

Modified Fuchs-Rosenthal ruling
Cell depth 0.2mm.
CM180-20 Double metallized

Thoma ruling
Cell depth 0.1mm.
CM183-19 Double metallized

Cover glass
Spare for single or double chamber haemacytometer
sets. 22 x 25mm L x W. Supplied in pack of 10.
CM185-08 Cover glasses

Counting chambers
Spare for haemacytometer sets. Supplied with
cover glasses.

Improved Neubauer, 0.1mm.
CM187-05 Single
CM187-07 Single metallized
CM187-12 Double
CM187-14 Double metallized

Modified Fuchs-Rosenthal, 0.2mm
CM187-22 Double metallized

Thoma, 0.1mm
CM187-30 Double metallized

Pipettes, Haemacytometer
For blood diluting. Red cell type enables 1 in 100
dilution, white cell type 1 in 10 dilution. White
enamel back glass. Amber markings. Length
225mm complete with rubber tubing and glass
mouthpiece.
CM190-10 Red cell
CM190-12 White cell

Bacteria counting chamber, Helber
0.02mm deep circular cell, Thoma ruling. Slide
thickness 1mm. With 2 cover glasses.
CM195-10 Helber chamber

Egg counting slide, McMaster
With two chambers each with 10 x 10mm grid.
Volume under each 1mm2 square is 0.15ml. With
plastic buffers for protection during field use.
CM197-15 McMaster egg counting slide

Dilu-Vial®, Elkay
Polystyrene. For cell and particle counting. Capacity
32ml. Designed to eliminate hemolysis in cell
counting. Is deionized and de-staticized following
manufacture so that it is particle free and 
chemically clean prior to use. With optically clear,
parallel sides for optimum light transmission and
graduations at 10ml and 20ml to ensure correct
sample dilution. A frosted write-on area provides
convenient sample identification. The cap is 
polyethylene. Supplied in pack of 1000.
CM200-15 Dilu-Vial

Clinical, pathological and serological pipettes –
see Pipettes Section.
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SUPPLY OF CM115-15
We cannot supply these lancets for use in the
UK. Please check before ordering that the end-
use is outside the UK.
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